Effects of Mixture Stratification on Combustion and Emissions of Boosted Controlled Auto-Ignition Engines
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Abstract: The stratification of in-cylinder mixtures appears to be an effective method for managing the combustion process in controlled auto-ignition (CAI) engines. Stratification can be achieved and controlled using various injection strategies such as split fuel injection and the introduction of a portion of fuel directly before the start of combustion. This study investigates the effect of injection timing and the amount of fuel injected for stratification on the combustion and emissions in CAI engine. The experimental research was performed on a single cylinder engine with direct gasoline injection. CAI combustion was achieved using negative valve overlap and exhaust gas trapping. The experiments were performed at constant engine fueling. Intake boost was applied to control the excess air ratio. The results show that the application of the late injection strategy has a significant effect on the heat release process. In general, the later the injection is and the more fuel is injected for stratification, the earlier the auto-ignition occurs. However, the experimental findings reveal that the effect of stratification on combustion duration is much more complex. Changes in combustion are reflected in NO\textsubscript{X} emissions. The attainable level of stratification is limited by the excessive emission of unburned hydrocarbons, CO and soot.
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1. Introduction

The Controlled Auto Ignition (CAI) engine is not an entirely new combustion engine, but rather a new combustion mode. CAI combustion combines the advantages of spark ignition (SI) and compression ignition (CI) combustion, while avoiding their shortcomings. The CAI principle is based on the compression of well-mixed fuel and air just to the point of auto-ignition, and volumetric combustion controlled by chemical kinetics. As a result, the process achieves a comparatively lower combustion temperature, which significantly reduces the NO\textsubscript{X} emissions. In contrast to conventional CI engines, where air-fuel mixtures are locally rich, in CAI engines the mixture is lean or at least stoichiometric, which results in low soot production and thus reduced emissions of particulate matter (PM) [1–4]. Due to the low amount of emissions, the use of after-treatment devices for PM and NO\textsubscript{X} is not necessary. Furthermore, the efficiency of the process can improved because high compression ratios can be applied, and fuel can be highly diluted by air. This helps eliminate throttling losses. Shorter combustion results in a realization process resembling the Otto cycle, and hence leads to increased
thermal efficiency. The above combustion characteristics make CAI engines a promising solution to current energy conservation and pollution reduction challenges.

This novel combustion concept was first demonstrated by Onishi et al. [5] and by Noguchi et al. [6] for 2-stroke engines. Najt and Foster [7] the first presented CAI combustion in a 4-stroke engine. Since that time, a lot of effort has been put into understanding and development of the CAI combustion concept. CAI operation has been also investigated using a wide range of fuels [8–12].

CAI combustion has been successfully evaluated at low to medium loads, yet it still poses problems at high loads, for which the rapid heat release rate (HRR) results in a high pressure rise rate (PRR). The approaches to reducing PRR at elevated engine loads are increased fuel dilution by high degrees of boost and/or high exhaust gas re-circulation (EGR) rates [13–18].

Although the CAI engine concept relies on volumetric combustion of a nearly homogeneous mixture, the introduction of some fuel stratification can be utilized for control of auto-ignition timing and combustion duration. Apart from compositional stratification, there also occurs thermal stratification because the heat of fuel vaporization reduces the mixture temperature unevenly, depending on the fuel concentration. Additionally, since CAI engines utilize internal gas re-circulation via negative valve overlap (NVO), thermal and compositional stratification can be a result of imperfect mixing of the fresh air and the retained residuals.

Sjöberg et al. [19] simulated combustion of the thermally stratified mixture to demonstrate the effect of temperature distribution on HRR. The results indicated that even 30 K width thermal stratification can significantly decrease the combustion rate, and thus reduce PRR. Rothamer et al. [20] quantified temperature distribution in an optical engine operated in the NVO mode. The results revealed that the standard deviation in the temperature field in the cylinder reached 25 K, due to imperfect mixing of the intake air with retained residuals. Dec et al. [21] applied port injection and direct injection to achieve partial fuel stratification. Stratification proved to be an effective method for reducing the HRR and the resulting PRR; however, only for increased intake pressure. For ambient intake pressure, it was found that the combustion rate was neutral to direct injection timing. Yang et al. [22] also utilized dual injection system, however said authors injected methanol to increase the thermal effect of stratification. The use of methanol for stratification retarded the auto-ignition timing and increased the combustion duration, which enabled reduction of the PRR. Turkcan et al. [12] applied split fuel injection technique. To achieve compositional stratification, 20% of fuel was injected during the compression. The delay of the second injection increased fuel stratification, and thus reduced the PRR. Unfortunately, high fuel stratification increased the emissions of unburned hydrocarbons, CO and smoke. The observed effects of stratification were similar for gasoline and gasoline-alcohols blends. Lim and Iida [23] investigated experimentally the effects of thermal stratification on combustion using a rapid compression machine. Analysis of the combustion luminosity showed that combustion process is realized gradually, starting from regions of higher temperature. Such a stratified combustion ran slower than combustion of homogeneous mixture, however auto-ignition was earlier. The same trends in combustion were observed for fuels with different auto-ignition properties [23,24]. Kwon and Lim [25] simulated combustion to investigate effects of stratification at high load regime, which was attained using elevated boost pressure. Said authors have found that the increase of boost pressure reduced combustion duration, which affected PRR. However, fuel stratification enabled high load operation without excessive combustion harshness.

Kodavasal et al. [26] compared the effects of compositional and thermal stratification on combustion. It was found that the use of the NVO strategy itself introduces a high degree of stratification leading to a longer combustion duration, in comparison with positive overlap and external exhaust gas recirculation (EGR). The effect of compositional stratification was less significant than that of temperature. Recently, Lawler et al. [27] also noted a strong effect of internal EGR on temperature distribution and the resulting burning rate. However, the comparison of combustion rates of fully premixed fuel and late direct fuel injection revealed that the effect of direct fuel injection
is insignificant. Li et al. [28] found that backflows at the beginning of intake process in an engine operated in the NVO mode also substantially affect thermal stratification and the resulting auto-ignition timing. Thongchai and Lim [29] indicated that even variability of gasoline injection pressure affects the auto-ignition timing and the combustion rate to a high extent.

This study is an attempt to further contribute to our comprehension of the effect of injection timing and the amount of fuel injected for stratification on the combustion and emissions of CAI engine. The experimental research was performed on a single-cylinder engine with direct gasoline injection. CAI combustion was achieved using negative valve overlap and exhaust gas trapping. The experiments were performed at constant engine fueling. Intake boost was applied to control excess air ratio.

2. Research Method and Procedure

2.1. Experimental Test Stand

The experiments were performed on a test cell equipped with a SB 3.5 single-cylinder research engine mated to a direct current dynamometer at Lublin University of Technology. The engine’s geometric parameters are listed in Table 1. Due to the flexibility of the engine, all valvetrain parameters (valve timings and opening durations) could be changed independently during engine operation. A variable valvetrain was attained owing to a hydraulic device with manual control, shown in Figure 1a. The intake and exhaust valves were not directly actuated by the cams, rather using two pistons in a single cylinder. The space between the pistons was connected with a hydraulic accumulator cylinder. This cylinder was provided with a spring-supported control piston. The valve lift was controlled by adjusting position of the regulation screw, which limited the hydraulic accumulator’s volume. When the cam actuated the upper piston, oil filled the hydraulic accumulator until the accumulator piston reached the regulation screw. This is when the valve opening began. The described mechanism varied the valve lifts, changing an active range of the cam lifts. Valve timings were regulated by pivoting the timing belt sprockets on the camshafts.

### Table 1. Research engine specifications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Displaced volume</td>
<td>498.5 cm³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bore</td>
<td>84 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stroke</td>
<td>90 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compression ratio</td>
<td>11.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of valves</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intake cam profile</td>
<td>9.4 mm, 235 °C A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intake valve lift</td>
<td>2.4 ... 9.4 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exhaust cam profile</td>
<td>9.2 mm, 235 °C A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exhaust valve lift</td>
<td>2.2 ... 9.2 mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fuel was delivered directly to the cylinder with the use of a single-stream swirl-type injector. The location of the injector is shown in Figure 1b. The intake pressure was elevated using a vane compressor with an air cooling system. The compressor was driven by an electric motor, where pressure was controlled by both, compressor rotational speed and opening of a by-pass valve.

The engine test bench was equipped with all the necessary measurement and control instrumentation. The control system was based on a microprocessor timing module controlled by a personal computer with a real-time software for controlling injection timings and durations, and spark generation. All synchronization procedures (injection and ignition timing) were realized based on signals from a crankshaft encoder with an angular resolution of 0.1° in the domain of crank angle (CA). The in-cylinder pressure was recorded with the same resolution. An AVL GH 12D piezoelectric pressure transducer (AVL List GmbH, Graz, Austria) was installed directly in the engine head. Measurement signal was conditioned by a charge amplifier from the same manufacturer.
Exhaust gas compositions were measured by means of an AVL Sesam Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) multi-compound analytical system (AVL List GmbH, Graz, Austria). The measurement error in case of hydrocarbons was up to 0.49%, over concentration span from 0 to 1000 ppm. The measurement error of CO was 0.31% from 0 to 4000 ppm, whereas for NOx, an average error was 0.36% in the range from 0 to 10,000 ppm. Soot emissions were measured using a MAHA MPM4 analyzer (MAHA Maschinenbau Haldenwang GmbH & Co. KG, Haldenwang, Germany), with the accuracy of 0.1 mg/m³. Additionally, a Bosch LSU 4.2 wideband oxygen sensor (Robert Bosch GmbH, Gerlingen, Germany) located in the exhaust runner and an Etas LA4 lambda meter (ETAS Ltd., Stuttgart, Germany) were used for the estimation of an overall main event excess air ratio. The intake air mass flow was measured by means of a thermal anemometer. Fuel consumption was measured by a fuel balance with constant measurement time of 30 s. The thermodynamic parameters of intake and exhaust were measured by a set of temperature and pressure transducers.

2.2. Experimental Conditions and Procedure

All data were collected at the engine speed of 1500 rev/min. The intake temperature was maintained at 50 °C ± 2 °C. The temperature of the cooling liquid at the engine outlet was maintained constant at 90 °C ± 1 °C. The engine was fueled with Euro Super commercial gasoline, with a research octane number (RON) of 95, from a single batch. The experiments were performed with the spark ignition system switched off.

The tests were performed at constant valve lifts and timings. The opening phase of the intake valve (IVO) was 83° and the closing phase of the intake valve (IVC) was 213° with the lift of 3.6 mm. The opening phase of the exhaust valve (EVO) was 527° and the closing of the exhaust valve (EVC) was 646° with the lift of 2.9 mm. The valve lift profiles are shown in Figure 2. All experiments were performed at constant fuel mass (approximately 14 mg) delivered to the cylinder per single cycle. To enable a variable degree of fuel stratification, the following fuel injection scheme was applied. Fuel delivered to the combustion chamber was divided into three doses injected with selected start of injection (SOI) timings, shown in Figure 2. The timing of the first fuel dose SOI₁ was fixed to −40° (40° before top dead center during NVO). The mass of fuel injected at SOI₁ was fixed for all experiments to 2.6 mg. This was necessary to enable autonomous engine operation at variable boost pressures. After early fuel injection, fuel was partially burned during the NVO period. The heat released during this period compensated for the decrease in temperature resulting from an additional air delivered by boost. The second portion of fuel was injected at SOI₂ = 180°. The timing of the third injection SOI₃ varied from 240° to 340° to provide a variable degree of fuel stratification. The experiments were performed at two 3rd injection fuel doses: 2.4 mg and 5.2 mg. The remaining amount of fuel was delivered to the cylinder by 2nd fuel injection. All the experiments were repeated for two global

Figure 1. Cross-section of the valvetrain (a) and combustion system with mixture stratification idea (b).
mixture strengths expressed by the excess air ratio ($\lambda$) set to 1.3 and 1.6 and kept at the desired level by boost pressure. The required boost pressure was approximately 1.29 bar abs. for $\lambda = 1.3$, and 1.59 bar for $\lambda = 1.6$. The idea of mixture stratification and the employed combustion system are shown in Figure 1b. The area in yellow stands for a premixed mixture created with fuel injected in the 1st and 2nd injection, whereas the red area marks a higher fuel concentration prior to auto-ignition. Obviously, the later the 3rd injection occurs and the more fuel is injected, the more concentrated fuel can be observed in the red colored area in Figure 1b. This area has a lower air excess and a lower temperature because the heat of fuel vaporization is consumed from a limited volume.

Figure 2. Example of in-cylinder pressure, profiles of valve lifts and injection timings.

2.3. Data Analysis

A detailed combustion analysis was performed on the basis of the recorded in-cylinder pressure traces using the AVL BOOST software (AVL List GmbH, Graz, Austria). The net indicated thermodynamic work of the engine cycle was calculated according to the following formula:

$$W_i = \int p \, dV - W_c,$$

(1)

where $p$ is in-cylinder pressure, and $V$ is the volume above the piston. To compensate for energy consumption by external compressor, thermodynamic work of adiabatic air compression $W_c$ was considered in calculations, as shown in (1). The net indicated mean effective pressure (IMEP) was calculated as a fraction of $W_i$ and engine displaced volume. The engine thermal efficiency was calculated as a fraction of $W_i$ and the amount of chemical energy introduced with the fuel, i.e., the mass of fuel multiplied by its lower heating value.

Combustion was analyzed using the HRR curves calculated on the basis of the first law of thermodynamics in the following form:

$$HRR = \frac{\gamma}{\gamma - 1} \frac{p \, dV}{V} + \frac{1}{\gamma - 1} V \, pd,$$

(2)

where $\gamma$ is the specific heat ratio, calculated with consideration of the instantaneous temperature and mixture composition. The mass-averaged in-cylinder temperature was calculated using the gas equation of state, based on the volume, measured pressure and calculated in-cylinder mass, which consisted of mass of fuel, aspirated air and trapped residuals. The mass of the trapped residuals was also calculated using the gas equation of state, based on the volume, in-cylinder pressure and exhaust temperature at the EVC event.

The start of combustion (SOC) advance was expressed as the location of 5% mass fraction burned (MFB) of fuel, computed as a ratio of cumulative heat release to total heat release. Combustion duration was defined as the angular distance between 5% and 95% of MFB. Exhaust emissions were described as the indicated specific values, i.e., the mass of component related to indicated work.
3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Combustion Parameters

The traces of in-cylinder pressure during the main event for all investigated conditions are shown in Figure 3. The results demonstrate that SOI3 has a significant impact on combustion, which can be observed without any detailed thermodynamic analysis. In general, the later the injection is, the earlier the start of combustion occurs. This is plausible, as the stratification creates fuel-rich regions characterized by lower temperature because of heat consumption for the fuel phase change. At the same time, the temperature in other regions increases, and these regions can ignite first. It should be noted however that there is no straightforward effect of stratification on combustion timing. A comparison of Figure 3a,b indicates that a higher stratification degree achieved for a larger mF3 has a less significant effect on combustion timing than lower stratification for a smaller mF3. At λ = 1.6, also for a larger mF3, the behavior of combustion timing is less predictable, as shown in Figure 3d. The in-cylinder temperature curves shown in Figure 4 demonstrate that the employed injection strategies exert impact on average temperature. Most temperature traces follow the following pattern: the higher the average temperature at the end of compression is, the earlier the start of combustion occurs.

![Figure 3](image)

Figure 3. In-cylinder pressure: (a) λ = 1.3, mF3 = 2.4 mg; (b) λ = 1.3, mF3 = 5.2 mg; (c) λ = 1.6, mF3 = 2.4 mg; (d) λ = 1.6, mF3 = 5.2 mg.

More detailed data on combustion evolution is provided by the HRR curves, shown in Figure 5. It can be noted that the investigated injection strategies affect not only the SOC timing, but also the combustion duration. In all cases, the highest peak HRR values are observed for a moderate start of injection (SOI3 ≈ 300°). The observed non-linear effect of fuel stratification on combustion rate can be
attributed to complex interactions associated with local mixture composition and local temperature. When the degree of fuel stratification increases, the hot spots in the combustion chamber advance auto-ignition [23,24]. The appearance of regions with high temperature and favorable excess air ratio creates conditions for the earliest auto-ignition and quick combustion.

Figure 6b shows that the behavior period. At leaner mixture, the oxygen content in trapped residuals is higher, thus the amount of heat released during NVO is greater. Additionally, the NVO exhaust-fuel reactions produce auto-ignition promoting species that advance the start of combustion [30,31]. The appearance of regions with high temperature and favorable excess air ratio are shown in Figure 6. Both the delay of SOI and the increase in the 3rd injection fuel lead to an advanced SOC. Additionally, a higher global excess air advances combustion, besides the mixture’s lower susceptibility to auto-ignition. The reason for this behavior is the heat release during the NVO period. At leaner mixture, the oxygen content in trapped residuals is higher, thus the amount of heat released during NVO is greater. Additionally, the NVO exhaust-fuel reactions produce auto-ignition promoting species that advance the start of combustion [30,31]. Figure 6b shows that the behavior of combustion duration differs from that of combustion timing. At early SOI (up to approximately 280°), the combustion duration is independent of excess air. At SOI from 240° to 280° the combustion duration is maintained constant for mF3 = 5.2 mg. The reduction of mF3 prolongs the combustion by approximately 1°, however solely for early SOI3. At SOI ≈ 300° the combustion duration is the same for all investigated conditions. A further delay of SOI3 prolongs the combustion process. At delayed SOI3, the following tendency can be observed: the more fuel is injected later and the higher the excess air is, the longer the combustion process takes. Thus, the same combustion durations are achieved for the cases when λ = 1.3, mF3 = 5.2 mg and λ = 1.6, mF3 = 2.4 mg. The introduction of a higher fuel dose at a very late SOI3 was limited by piston wetting and diffusion flame, resulting in a dramatic
increase in the CO, unburned hydrocarbons (HC) and soot emissions, as discussed later in Section 3.2. However, for $m_{F3} = 2.4\, \text{mg}$, the delay of SOI3 beyond $330^\circ$ leads to an advanced SOC and reduced combustion duration, as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 5. Calculated heat release rate: (a) $\lambda = 1.3$, $m_{F3} = 2.4\, \text{mg}$; (b) $\lambda = 1.3$, $m_{F3} = 5.2\, \text{mg}$; (c) $\lambda = 1.6$, $m_{F3} = 2.4\, \text{mg}$; (d) $\lambda = 1.6$, $m_{F3} = 5.2\, \text{mg}$.

Figure 6. Location of 5% mass fraction burned (MFB) (a) and combustion duration (5–95% MFB) (b) versus SOI3 timing for all investigated conditions.
One of the obstacles to high load operation of the CAI engine are excessive values of the PRR. Trends in the PRR for all investigated conditions are shown in Figure 7. Considering the fact that with a constant amount of energy released in the cylinder the PRR results solely from combustion timing and its duration, the data shown in Figure 7 are a straightforward consequence of the combustion evolution analyzed above. At early SOI, the lowest PRR is achieved for a lower λ and a lower mF3. However, the PRR increases with delaying the SOI until approximately 310°. Similar trends can be observed in other investigated cases. For SOI delayed to above 300–310°, the PRR drops for all investigated conditions, where the effectiveness of the PRR reduction is higher for a larger mF3.

![Figure 7. Pressure rise rate versus SOI3 timing for all investigated conditions.](image)

3.2. Exhaust Emissions

The techniques applied to control the combustion evolution are limited by excessive exhaust emissions. Figure 8 shows the indicated specific emissions of the main exhaust toxic compounds for all investigated conditions. It can be noted in Figure 8a that for early SOI, up to approximately 320°, the emission of CO is almost independent of all control variables. In the above range of SOI there is a small reduction in the HC emissions for a larger mF3. The delay of SOI leads to reduced HC emissions. However, at SOI delayed beyond 320°, there is a dramatic increase in both the CO and HC emissions. This probably results from piston wetting and stratified combustion combined with the presence of oxygen-deficient regions.

Besides their negative effect on thermal efficiency, the increased CO and HC emissions do not pose a problem because they can be removed with the use of oxidation catalytic converters [32]. In contrast, the soot and NOX emissions are much more challenging, as their reduction requires the use of sophisticated exhaust after-treatment systems. It should be stressed that the main advantage of gasoline CAI combustion are the low soot and NOX emissions.

Figure 8c clearly demonstrates that, up to some level, the mixture stratification increases the NOX emissions. This effect is higher for λ = 1.6 and lower for λ = 1.3. The delay of SOI beyond 310° reduces the NOX emissions for all cases, however only for λ = 1.3 the emissions are lower than the emissions for early SOI.

One of the most critical limitations of the applicable level of fuel stratification concerns the PM emissions, shown in Figure 8d. It can be noted that CAI produces a smokeless exhaust gas until a threshold value of liquid fuel combustion or piston wetting, above which the PM emissions increase dramatically. Considering the Soot emission limit of 0.01 g/kWh, the latest applicable SOI is approximately 320° for mF3 = 2.4 mg and 310° for mF3 = 5.2 mg.
The work of adiabatic compression of the intake air. The delay in SOI
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Figure 8. Indicated specific emissions of exhaust toxic compounds versus SOI3 timing for all investigated conditions: (a) CO; (b) unburned hydrocarbons (HC); (c) NOX; (d) soot.

3.3. Thermal Efficiency

The trends in thermal efficiency shown in Figure 9 are the same for all four conditions. The observed values correspond to the net IMEP from 0.38 MPa to 0.44 MPa. It should be noted, however that the efficiency and the net IMEP were calculated with consideration of the thermodynamic work of adiabatic compression of the intake air. The delay in SOI3 leads to a gradual decrease in efficiency, because it is affected by the rise in emission of combustible species such as CO and HC. Additionally, it was shown earlier that the late injection advances the HRR, which further reduces cycle efficiency as combustion occurs before piston top dead center.

Figure 9. Net indicated thermal efficiency versus SOI3 timing for all investigated conditions.
4. Conclusions

The present study investigated the influence of mixture stratification on the combustion, emissions and efficiency of a gasoline-fueled CAI engine. To induce CAI combustion, exhaust gas trapping by the NVO technique was applied. The engine was run at variable excess air ratio and variable direct fuel injection strategies to obtain different degrees of fuel stratification. The results have revealed the complex nature of the fuel stratification effects. The findings of this study are summarized below.

1. The delay of fuel injection and the resulting increase in mixture stratification advance auto-ignition. Increasing the amount of fuel injected later for stratification also advances auto-ignition. Finally, the results demonstrate that auto-ignition also advances with increasing the excess air by the application of a higher boost pressure. The last effect is presumably a result of the NVO heat release, as some portion of fuel was injected during exhaust re-compression.

2. The observed trend in combustion duration is much more complex than that in auto-ignition timing and reveals non-linear effects. The delay of fuel injection up to 300° does not affect the combustion duration to a high extent. A further delay of injection extends the combustion duration. The duration of the combustion process is prolonged by both the amount of fuel injected late and the global excess air ratio.

3. Considering the above, fuel stratification could be effective in reducing the PRR provided that the end of compression temperature is reduced as well. This can be done by reducing the NVO fuel or the amount of trapped residuals.

4. The emissions of CO, unburned HC and soot depend on the degree of mixture stratification. The delay of fuel injection beyond the threshold of 310–320° results in a dramatic increase in the emissions. This is presumably a result of piston wetting by the fuel stream.

5. The emissions of NOx are substantially affected by fuel dilution. The increase in excess air reduces the emissions. With increasing the 3rd injection fuel dose the NOx emissions increase too, even for early injection. The maximum NOx emissions occur for the injection timing of 300–310°, where the highest peak HRRs are observed.
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